
international business culture

ith many regional or global companies, the
purchasing and supply functions have been
at the forefront of moves to establish inte-
grated international organisations. The ben-

eflts of regional or global sourcing, logistics and supply
chain integration have been well recognised and pursued
with great energy.

The decision to establish an international supply chain
has often been driven by the need to cut costs and reduce
inventory, while at the same time improving customer
service. The opportunity to do so has been provided by
advances in management thinking, communications tech-
nology and planning and distribution systems.

An integrated and holistic approach to supply chain
management and customer satisfaction is not, however,
just the sum of its systems and contracts, its computers,
warehouses and planning algorithms. It is a complex
human organisation in which trust, reliability, openness
and attitudes are iust as important.

Organisations have often begun their efforts towards
integration through their systems strategies and through
globalising their organisation structures. This is a valuable
first step in putting the elements of the supply chain in
close contact with each other and in building high levels of
transparency and interdependence. As is usual in periods of
maior organisational transition, the management and
people implications of these changes have lagged behind
the grand strategy and the technology.

Managers in regional or global organisations are strug-
gling with a range of challenges in attempting to manage
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these tlpes of organisations. There are three main needs
where the challenges are creating particular difficulties:
O the need to create loyalty, trust and a community of
interest in groups of people who may be from different
organisations and cultures and who rarely (if ever) meet;
O the need to establish a new management role and style,
to enable the right balance of control and autonomy in
widely dispersed organisations;
O the need to integrate top-down global approaches with
bottom-up local learning and experience.

The three factors that seem to cause most difficulty in
resolving these challenges are cultural differences, physical
remoteness and sheer business complexity. The Centre for
International Business Studies UK was established in 1994
to help international managers address these issues and, in
particular, to develop a training approach to the key chal-
lenges we had identified.

In the cultural f,eld, we work with the CIBS "Seven

dimensions of culture" model developed by Fons Trompe-
naars and outlined in his best-selling book Rl ding the Waves
of Culture. The model describes the underlying dimensions
on which people differ around the world, supported by a
live database of how more than 26,000 people from 53
countries have told us they would respond when faced with
some everyday life and management challenges. We use
this information to challenge the assumptions of partici-
pants about how business is conducted and to help them to
develop international strategies.

Interest in cross-cultural management has exploded in
recent years as organisations have dashed headlong to
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internationalise. Imagine a company which considered
itself global in the 1970s and early 1980s, having grown
from a US base to establish operations in, for example,
north-western Europe, the IJK, Canada and Australia -
countries with the most similar cultures to their home one.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, all eyes turned to
eastern Europe, India, Asia and, to a lesser extent, South
Ametica, where cultural differences proved to be much
more of a factor in achieving business success.

Universalism and part icularism
A British purchasing manager
proudly returns to London bearing
the first contract with an Indian
supplier. The negotiations were
tough but terms were eventually set-
tled and the difficulties of operating
in India safeguarded by a watertight
commercial agreement. The follow-
ing week, however, the Indian part-
ner calls to suggest that he reopens
discussion on a couple of details as
circumstances have changed. The
manager insists the contract is bind-
ing and that the supplier must hon-
our it. After deliveries fail to arrive as
promised, he takes local advice and
finds the backlog of commercial
cases in the Indian courts is one mil-
Iion. At current productivity levels,
a case could be heard in approxi-
mately 300 years. What does he do?

The British company is displaying
a "universal" approach to doing business. Universalist cul-
tures love systems, procedures and contracts - an approach
typified by the stereotypical US multinational which sends
its top lawyer to show how interested it is in doing business.

The Indian approach is much more "particular"; relation-
ships are more important than contracts. Contracts are
merely pieces of paper which summarise where a relation-
ship is at'a given time. The important element of a business
partnership is the human relationship.

Disputes are resolved through this relationship, not
through the law - which can be a very ineffective commer-
cial tool in "particular" cultures anryay,

It would be irresponsible not to pursue contracts for
maior deals but we should balance this with an understand-
ing of the impact of the relationship. Significant resources
need to be committed to the development of both. Your
first visit to Asia may not progress far beyond the establish-
ment of contacts and the exchange of business cards. Man-
agers from universalist cultures consistently underestimate
the time and effort required to establish effective business
relationships in countries where the relationship is the pri-
mary focus. TWo examples illustrate this point (see box).

Universal cultures such as the UK, the US, Germany and
Scandinavia have in the past generated a high proportion of
global organisations. Universalism engenders the belief
that there is one best way of doing things and that our job is
to find it and apply it every'where. This is a powerful drive

and generates organisations that have the temerity to
believe that everyone in the world would like to eat the
same hamburger, drink the same cola and use the same
computers. In some of these business sectors they were
right and hugely successful global organisations have
emerged as a result.

Particu-lar cultures such as the Latins, Arabs, Africans and
Asians have generated far fewer global organisations
because their particular flexibility and relationship orient-

ation has proven more difficult to
replicate globally.

Japan and south-east Asia are
now breaking this pattern by cre-
ating a successful synthesis from
universal technologies, systems
and processes, balanced with the
particular bonds of relationship,
obligation and responsibility pro-
moted by Confucian values. This
is similar to the way Quakers and
other non-conformist pioneers in
the early days of the Industrial
Revolution tempered the excesses
of capitalism with a moral and
human dimension that made
them extremely successful. Many
of these modern organisations use
existing overseas networks of rela-
tionships, particularly the over-
seas Chinese, to create vital
business connections.

The most successful of the glo-
bal organisations are benefiting

from combining the strengths of universalism and particu-
larism into new approaches to worldwide business.

Sequential and synchronous views of time
A French food manufacturer signed a just-in-time delivery
agreement with a German discount retailer. The agreement
provided for a 3O-minute delivery slot to a central ware-
house in Frankfurt. The French supplier missed on one of
the first deliveries by 20 minutes. The lorrywas turned away
and the French distribution manager called to find out why.
The German response was clear: "It was late." The French
managet discovering that the lorries taking the product on
from the central warehouse to the stores had still been there
when this happened, asked: "Then why did you turn the
lony away?" "It was late," was again the reply. The French-
man changed tack: "Have you still got plenty of the product
in stock?" he asked, only for the German to reply: "This is a
problem, because now we have no stock." "Then why did
you turn the lorry away?" repeated the exasperated French-
man. "It was late," said the German.

This exchange reflects one of the most frustrating cultural
differences encountered in integrating international supply
chains - different attitudes to time. Here we see the German
taking a typical north-west European and North American
view of time as "sequential". In this view of the world, time
is a straight line, fixed and immutable, and appointments
are there to be met. Time is spent, saved and wasted and is a
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commodity like any other. Deadlines are important and
have a life and a value of their own. Once we have written a
deadline on paper, it is enough to refer to it as a reason for
doing things. The majority of cultures in the world view
this as an amusing obsession, the tyranny of time.

Most Latin cultures, traditional Asian and south-eait
Asian cultures, the Arabs, Africans and South Americans
take a much more "synchronoLls" view of time. Time is flex-
ible and must be enjoyed; human relationships define how
time will be used and what gets priority. Abstract rules and
dates on a piece of paper are interesting but only when peo-
ple understand the human consequences and issues at stake
behind these dates and deadlines.

It is no coincidence thatJIT techniques were pioneered in
Japan, where conscious attempts to create an ethos of
"western technology with Japanese values" has led to an
effective reconciliation of these different perspectives. The
Japanese adopted sequential time for technology but pre-
served synchronous time for human relations. Tokyo still
stops to enjoy the cherry blossom when it arrives.

In managing international supply chains, it is not
enough to obtain signed agreements on deadlines and
expect them to be observed. We need to work with partners
to be explicit about what we mean by time and the implica-
tions of not being on time. Threats and penalty clauses
might seem like safeguards, but could damage the relation-
ship. We need to put equal effort into helping partners
understand how the whole system works and to appreciate
the human and other implications of lateness or delay. The
stronger your relationship, the more individuals will try to
help and meet not only regular deadlines, but occasional
emergency ones where you want to bring things forward.

Remote management
Cultural differences are often compounded by physical
remoteness. Suppliers, manufacturing sites and distributors
are increasingly likely to be thousands of miles and several
time zones distant from the person attempting to manage
and integrate them. Most international managers start their
careers operating in the traditional "close" environment.
They are used to solving problems face to face and all
manaSement education and training assumes that manage-
ment happens through these personal interactions.

When faced with problems in the international supply
chain, therefore, it is not surprising that managers solve the
problem by travelling to confront the issue. There will
always be a place for face-to-face contact but the level of
travel endured by many managers seriously reduces their
effectiveness, availability, health and family wellbeing.

CIBS UK has been working with clients such as Motorola,
Hewlett-Packard and Nortel to develop training that
addresses these issues and enables the effective develop-
ment of virtual teams. The essence of the approach is to re-
examine the way we build teams and organisations at a
fundamental level. Remoteness has implications for selec-
tion, building relationships, setting goals and controls,
managing individual and group performance, and learning
and improvement. Management Centre Europe in Brussels
will be marketing open programmes in remote manage-
ment from September.

Remote working requires technology to support the
management task. Managers are increasingly using e-mail
and audio and video conferencing, but there has been little
training available on how and when to best use these tech-
nologies and how to select the right one for the right task.

Remote working has major implications for the role of
line management. What is the nature of the management
relationship when managers are not in the same location as
their people? As managers often know less about what is
happening locally than their people - and are in effect a
communications bottleneck rather than an asset in deci-
sion making - delegation and empowerment are not just
desirable, they are essential.

Many of these skills are adaptations of skills that were
always important, such as effective communication, good
judgment and strong interpersonal abilities. To this basic
framework we need to add the new skills and knowledge
required to hone and translate our approach to the new
context in which they are being applied. From a commer-
cial point of view, the organisations and individuals that
master these new skills ahead of their competitors will offer
a powerful new competitive advantage.

Early in our search for good role models on effective inter-
national organisations, we visited Schlumberger, the
US/French oil exploration company, to discover the secret
of building an effective international management group.
The answer was simple: "Recruit people from all the coun-
tries you operate in, connect them to each other, move
them around regularly and in 30 years you will have built a
truly international management group."

In the purchasing and supply environment, the systems
are now being implemented or are already in place to force
increased levels of contact and discussion between partners
in many cultures and locations. Most organisations do not
have 30 years to get it right. Those in this position must take
a fundamental look at their business systems, training and
methods of operation to see if they are taking advantage of
the opportunities of this new era or merely exporting the
approaches that worked well in the old days. lM

Kevan Hall is managing director and Tony Poots is a director
of the Centre for International Business Studies UK,
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I ABB lost a contract to supply a high-speed train to South
Korea in the late r98os to thi french TCV. The latter had
establ ished an of f ice in  Seoul  in  tgTz and was known and
trusted.5 ince then,  ABB has establ ished regional  sa lesforces
with local resources in all of the major world economies dedi-
cated to creating relationships with local decision-makers.
I One of the first meetings to discuss the EuroDisney project
was reputed to be between Disney's top lawyer a nd a former
French ambassador to the US. The French representative
reflected the importance placed on the relationship, even if
he was not the key negotiator or technical expert.The Ameri-
can representative also i l lustrated,to US eyes,just how seri-
ou5 and professional Disney planned to be about the deal.
Both were frustrated at the meeting as neither of their
expectations were met bythe other party.
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